Monday, April 9, 2018

10:00 am - 2:00 pm First & Lasting Impression Check In

Sponsors: Namebadges and Projectors by AVI-SPL, First & Lasting Impression by
Derse, MyABPM App by The CXApp, A Division of Design Reactor, Keycards by Kubik,
Meeting Space WiFi by Czarnowski, Wayfinding by Signet, and Advisory Board Dinner
by Exhibit Concepts.

1:00 pm

Newcomer’s Orientation - Ballroom D

Sponsored by MRA Experiential Tours & Equipment

Ellen Barnes-Pfiffner of EBP Business Consulting will introduce first time attendees to each other and
to members of the ABPM Advisory Board and will talk about how to best navigate the conference.

2:00 pm - 3:00 pm

Opening General Session - Ballroom EF

General Session Sponsored by Helios Interactive

Opening Comments
Roxanne McCreery, President ABPM and Elizabeth Simpson, COO ABPM
ABPM President Roxanne McCreery and COO Elizabeth Simpson will kick off the conference by
sharing their thoughts on the conference theme “Waves of Change: Oceans of Opportunity” and how it
relates to their observations about current trends in the briefing profession.

ABPM Special Recognitions

Elizabeth will honor members who have achieved their Core and Advanced Competency Curricula.
She’ll also recognize this year’s recipient of the President’s Award for Service: a member who has
distinguished himself or herself as a longtime leader, and one who has made important contributions
to the ABPM community. Finally, she will present the second annual Momentum Award to a program
team that is on a fast-track to achieving a World Class level of excellence.

96% of those surveyed after the 2017 ABPM Spring Conference said they
were likely or extremely likely to recommend the conference to a colleague.
73% said they were extremely likely to recommend.

3:00 pm - 3:30 pm

Break

3:30 pm - 5:00 pm
Serious Shift: The Great Leap Forward
Dennis Moseley-Williams
Dennis Moseley-Williams believes that your only unique competitive advantage is the exceptional
experience you can create for your clients. In his keynote on the Serious Shift Forward, he will show
that transition begins with changing – or shifting – one’s attitudes and expectations in order to deliver
client experiences that are consistent, memorable and meaningful. He will address the obstacle of
resistance to change, positing that hurdles are not a lack of preparation, the difficulty of the project, the
state of the marketplace or a lack of knowledge. The real hurdle is resistance. He will explore ways to
overcome that resistance, so that your program is poised to make The Great Leap Forward, converting inspiration and innovation into implementation.

5:00 pm - 7:30 pm

Supplier Celebration Reception - Ballroom ABC
Sponsored by BriefingEdge

Whether you’re in the market for briefing program products and services now, or whether you want to
collect collaterals for future reference, this reception celebrates ABPM’s vetted supplier members and
is designed to meet your information needs! During the evening, briefing professionals will collaborate
with Suppliers to solve their top challenges and become eligible for prizes in the process! See the ABPM
Spring conference page in mid-February for a link to the Supplier Celebration map and a list of “Hang
Ten” game prizes.

tuesday, April 10, 2018
7:30 am

Breakfast - Magnolia Room

8:30 am - 4:30 pm

Breakout Sessions

12:00 pm

Lunch - Magnolia Room Sponsored by Whitlock

Management Track
It’s All about Communication: An Interactive Discussion to Enhance Your Communication Skills in the Briefing World

Keeley Lundquist, Marketing & Communications Leader, IBM Dallas
Please step into Keeley’s communication laboratory where she will identify and discuss key communication theories and strategies.
This session will employ a lecture with open discussion format — and communication exercises in which the group will apply these
concepts to different audiences and situations within the context of an executive briefing program. Your mission within your company demands that you be able to customize your messaging and deliver it effectively so you can evolve your program and make it as
successful as possible. As someone who tailors messaging for different audiences in a variety of contexts, you will emerge from this
session with ideas and tools to: better communicate within your briefing team(s); work with vendors to realize program goals; increase
executive understanding & buy-in to build, re-do or maintain your center(s); and negotiate effectively to advance your program.

Turning Your EBC Into a Sales Enablement Platform

Leon Papkoff, Customer Experience Strategist, CXApp
The bottom line for any organization is ‘closing sales’. Traditionally sales teams and marketing groups tend to own the ‘sales’ process.
A more modern way of looking at sales enablement provides a cross-functional view of how other business units inside the organization
can help and better equip sales teams to better support and convert the sale at every touchpoint of the customer experience journey.
This often starts at the briefing center and carries on through. When it comes to customer experience, we will explore how briefing program managers and the briefing team can help accelerate and raise the bar for closing deals across the organization. Specifically, you
will learn how to: leverage the right tools and resources for cross-functional teams; develop methodologies to message and communicate around sales strategies; curate ideas for ongoing content programming; create perpetual forms of engagement.

The One Headcount Center, Can it work?

Donna Marie Cobb, Senior Director, Enterprise Marketing, Comcast Business
Here’s a challenge that is common for many ABPM members. Even large and mature programs often have staffing constraints that
require managing regional centers with a single headcount. And when launching a new EBC Program, it is often not possible to secure
a full staff. But with planning, creativity, and a great set of partner relationships, you can successfully manage with just one headcount
per center. This session will describe how to effectively build, support, and manage that small-staff EBC Program. Attendees will
receive the following outcomes or deliverables: Understanding your “internal support village”; learning how to engage partners and
gain their commitment; and delivering an outstanding
“I always leave with a renewed sense of excitement around what we do and
customer experience in a one-headcount center. If
a great respect for all my fellow briefing professional colleagues around the
you are a briefing program leader who struggles
world.”
balancing workload with headcount in one or more of
your centers, come learn and share best practices for
– Lisa Chace, Aetna, 2017 Spring Conference Evaluation
managing a one-person center!

Facilitated Roundtable Discussion for Managers of Large and/or Mature Programs

Candie Hurley, Consultant and Trainer for Briefing Professionals
In 2018, we are reprising facilitated roundtables for managers of programs with similar size and/or maturity. These sessions will be
facilitated by Candie Hurley, a professional facilitator who has a deep understanding of the briefing profession. Candie has many years
of experience as a senior manager for both established and new programs, and she has served as a juror in the ABPM’s World Class
Awards Program almost every year since its inception. For this session, she will begin by polling attendees in order to understand their
most pressing concerns for discussion topics, and that will form the context for the facilitated discussion. Please self-select one senior
manager or senior team member from your large or mature program to attend this session. In order to accommodate as many large
and mature programs as possible, we respectfully ask that only one individual represent your team. Thank you.

Maximize your Leadership Brand to Lead Without Authority

Kelly Reeves, Vice President, Global Training Services, Mandel Communications
As a briefing professional, sometimes you must lead people over whom you have little or no authority. Examples might be catering,
A/V, and internal stakeholders. In those circumstances, a key component of success is your own unique Leadership Brand. Whether
or not you are actively working on your leadership brand, it does exist. It is defined by others, and often you yourself don’t know how
it is perceived! Your brand or reputation as a leader communicates the value you offer. So it’s important to create a unique personal
and professional brand that stands out amongst your peers in order to be successful. This session will help you develop insights into
different leadership styles – and into how others currently see you as a leader. By building a strong Leadership Brand, you are better
positioned to get the resources and recognition that both you and your briefing program deserve.
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Program Harmony: Leveraging the Synergies of Your Briefing and Tradeshow Programs

Russ Fowler, VP of Marketing Environments, Derse, and John Heiman, Director of Marketing, Sprint
Harmonizing the planning and customer experience goals for your briefing program and your tradeshow program may be a key to
unlocking synergies and efficiencies that your Marketing & Sales organizations could be missing. Does your organization coordinate
these two key touch-points of the overall customer journey? This session will explore the barriers to collaboration if programs do not,
and identify the benefits if they do. Join us to draw out examples of how the two types of customer facing events can be integrated.
Is a Trade Show simply a “mobile briefing on the tradeshow floor”? Is a customer experience center a tradeshow nestled within the
friendly confines of your facility? Your content, experiences, interactives, exhibits & displays, brand impressions, engagements, human
interactives and subject matter experts may all exist in both worlds. Let’s explore leveraging the creation and execution of all of this —
to the benefit of the brand.

Facilitated Roundtable Discussion for Managers of Smaller and/or Younger Programs

Candie Hurley, Consultant and Trainer for Briefing Programs
In 2018, we are reprising facilitated roundtables for managers of programs with similar size and/or maturity. These sessions will be
facilitated by Candie Hurley, a professional facilitator who has a deep understanding of the briefing profession. Candie has many years
of experience as a senior manager for both established and new programs, and she has served as a juror in the ABPM’s World Class
Awards Program almost every year since its inception. For this session, she will begin by polling attendees in order to understand their
most pressing concerns for discussion topics, and that will form the context for the facilitated discussion. Please self-select one senior
level manager or senior team member from your small or young program to attend this session. In order to accommodate as many
small and young programs as possible, we respectfully ask that only one individual represent your team. Thank you.

Customer Experience Track
Introduction to Design Thinking for Creating a Delightful Client Briefing Experience.

Cathy Cocco, Executive IT Architect, Austin, TX Executive Briefing Center Manager, IBM
This session will introduce Design Thinking concepts with a focus on the methodologies that can help plan and facilitate client briefings.
The specific agenda includes these topics: Design Thinking 101; Different types of Design Thinking Workshops; Examples of how
to use Design Thinking to improve the Briefing Planning and management process; 2 exercises for the group using Design Thinking
principles. Target audience are the meeting planners and facilitators that want to improve the client briefing experience by incorporating design thinking exercises to plan, facilitate and encourage client interaction and participation in meetings. This applies to new and
experienced briefing center professionals. Robust deliverables include: IBM Design Thinking Field Guide; IBM Design Thinking “My
essentials” printout; Understanding of Design Thinking Methodologies and links to resources to learn more!

Trending Now: Collaborative Spaces and Methods

Moderator: Alan Cordial, Senior Vice President Account Development, MC²
This panel, comprising ABPM thought leaders, will explore the briefing profession’s current status in its ongoing evolution away from traditional briefings (a series of one-way presentations) to far more collaborative formats. Many briefing teams employ varying models that
work well for their respective programs. There may be white boards, white rooms, facilitation, ideation, envisioning, collaborative digital
tools, dynamic immersion or innovation areas, breakout rooms, scripted questions, design thinking strategies, or some combination of
those things and more. This session will explore the current state
of this important evolution: How are our panelists engaging with
“This was my first time at an ABPM event. I left amazed knowing
their customers in more collaborative formats? What are some
there is an entire industry of professionals working on conquerchallenges they’re encountering? What are solutions for those
ing the same challenges I am. It’s great to have a new network of
challenges? And especially: Why is this particular evolution so
relatable people I can collaborate with.”
important for you and your program? Q&A and other opportuni– Emily Skahan, Optum, 2017 Spring Conference Evaluation
ties will balance panel presentations with audience participation,
turning the session into a true collaborative town hall.

From 0-60! A Case Study on Facilitation at Two Briefing Programs

Moderator: Ann Benett, President, Benett Communications. Panelists: Sarah Emond, Manager, Customer Innovation Centre, and Paola
Grasso, Customer Innovation Centre Manager, both of Tetra Pak; and Jill Swartz, Sr. Program Manager, Global Business Process Management & Discussion Leader Bureau Lead, and Bonnie Bryce, Director, Global Business Process Management, both of Dell Technologies.
13 years ago, Facilitated Briefings were introduced to ABPM members as a provocative method to engage customers in interactive
dialogue and enhance the Customer Experience. In 2005, only a handful of very large, very experienced programs had a “facilitated
model” and EBC staff members were the only Facilitators. Fast-forward to 2018: EBCs throughout the globe are using Facilitation as a
key strategy to enhance customer engagement. Multiple models are in place: EBC Staff, Company Executives, Discussion Leaders,
Subject Matter Experts and Sales Teams all facilitate. Small, medium and large EBC programs are facilitating their briefings - even
program teams who formerly said facilitation was not an option due to staff size or volume of Briefings! So, how do they position and
manage Facilitation at their companies? What’s the value that they see for customers, sales teams, Discussion Leaders and their business outcomes? In this session, we’ll explore the Facilitation offerings at two companies - Tetra Pak and Dell Technologies - who have
diverse successful approaches to Facilitation in their EBCs. They’ll tell the story of their journeys from “0-60” with Facilitation as a key
part of their Customer Experience strategy.
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White Glove: The Importance of Details in the Customer Experience

Esteban Obando, Executive Briefing Center Manager, HPE Palo Alto
How do you WOW a customer? Begin by defining the customer journey in order to understand all of the many different touchpoints in a
briefing. Once that’s accomplished, it’s time to think about how to elevate each touch-point experience to the next innovative level. In
this session, Esteban will provide examples of how the World-Class HPE Executive Briefing Program is managing the experience of the
customer, end-to-end, and will explore ideas for how to develop and foster a culture of innovation and customer focus. Specifically, the
agenda will cover: how to develop a culture of innovation and customer focus; best practices for managing white glove briefings; and
creative ideas on how to enhance the customer experience.

Stop, Collaborate and Listen: Strategies for Capturing & Utilizing Customer Insight

Bonnie Bryce, Director, Business Process Management, and Kelly DeRoche, Program Manager,
both of Dell Technologies Executive Briefing Program
Listening is one of the most critical parts of hosting customers in today’s Executive Briefing
environment. When and how can you collect Customer Insight? What kind of information should
be collected? How do you get the customer talking? How can you share the insights with your
company? Answering these questions and more will be the focus of this workshop. The outline
for this session includes these topics: 1) The customer journey: identifying touchpoints to collect
customer data; 2) Internal Partnerships: how to create and execute a mutually beneficial partnership around collecting and sharing customer data. Which groups should you target? How to make
the session successful: onboarding Scribes, documentation & materials, education and training
for key stakeholders on benefits so they help get customers talking; 3) Collecting data: avenues
to do this. Focus on the ‘Customer Insight’ session on an agenda using a Scribe to capture and
communicate notes as well as Facilitators; 4) Templates, Processes & best practices.

Measurement Track

Presentation copies to
conference attendees
In the weeks preceding the
conference, the ABPM staff
will collect breakout session
presentations that are made
available by presenters. Those
presentations will be provided in
either Powerpoint or pdf format
via a private url free of charge to
those who attended the conference. So, if you just can’t decide
which session to attend, you’ll
have another opportunity to get
the information you need.

Effective Metrics and Measurements: The key to Your Program’s Success!

Patrick Muse, Program Director, & Joseph Perry, Business Operations Director both of IBM Watson Client Experience Center
Nothing is more powerful, and nothing sells the value of your program better, than a fact-based data-driven discussion linking the program to business results! This session explores these important questions about your program’s data collection: is it the right data, and
does it support the business objectives? Are your KPI’s in alignment with Stakeholder expectations? Is the data defendable? Are you
adding value to the business, bringing back insights? Patrick and Joe will provide real-world guidance on developing a strategy that
uses data to drive discussions with key stakeholders. They will share how they: transformed a program with manual event and reporting processes; implemented end-to-end work for event management; created a real-time Dashboard leveraging Sales data and Event
Data; developed a Stakeholder Business Development strategy; and implemented a streamlined reporting process. Finally, the session
will include open discussion on what challenges and best practices participants have/are experiencing. Come prepared to share your
measurements and business development challenges that get the most attention or feedback from your stakeholders!
“I always enjoy the ability to interact with other ABPM Members,
whether in a session, at a reception, at a meal or on the tour bus.
Meeting new people and discussing challenges and opportunities
with old friends is always so rewarding. It helps me come back to
my own program inspired and ready to face our own program’s
challenges. Group therapy is cathartic!”

The Future of Analytics

David Rogers, Director of EBC Operations & Technology Integration, Microsoft
Take your program to the next level and go beyond traditional
metrics by utilizing Data Visualization and Machine Learning to
gain deep insights and predict outcomes. In this course we’ll
explore how to identify trends and key indicators that predict
successful briefings. We’ll also discuss how artificial intelligence
– Amy Bujanos, AMD, 2017 Spring Conference Evaluation
and digital assistants can be used to maximize your resources,
improve customer experience, and enhance stakeholder value. Specific topics to be explored include: Advanced Analytics - Using
Business Intelligence to make intelligent business decisions (understanding core drivers behind trends through visualization; Machine
Learning – Training an algorithm to predict outcomes (for example: Predicting Cancellations); and Bots – AI to enhance the Planning
and Briefing Experience — Examples include EEVA (Executive Engagement Virtual Assistant), HelperBot, & Agenda Builder.

Centers and Technology Track
3D Augmented Reality & Virtual Reality: Turning Briefing Centers on Their Heads

Gavin A. Finn, President & CEO, Kaon Interactive
If your program must communicate complex product/solution value stories, these technologies may be important considerations. 3D, AR
& VR offer the opportunity to dramatically increase the effectiveness of customer briefings through immersive experiences that result in
a better understanding of the company’s competitive differentiated value. In this session, you’ll experience business-relevant 3D, AR &
VR applications developed for enterprise companies (such as Dell EMC, GE and Thermo Fisher) and walk through real business use
cases that helped briefing centers move the needle forward towards closed business. Specifically, the session will: identify authentic
AR/VR briefing center ‘Business Use’ cases; explore the elements of AR/VR applications that create more emotional customer selling
experiences; offer guidelines for choosing the right devices and hardware for a briefing center; and consider AR/VR pitfalls to avoid.
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Briefing Center Management Skills 101: OMG! Our Funding is Approved and I’m in Charge!

Alan Cordial (Lead presenter | Moderator) Senior Vice President Account Development MC2, Eric Carr (Project management) Senior
Project Manager, MC2, and Amanda Rozier (Lessons learned | Peer sharing) Manager, Executive Briefing Center, Siemens
“I just learned I am opening or refreshing my company’s EBC. How can I make this center a success for my company and be the hero?”
This informative session is for new or still-learning managers. Attendees will receive expert answers to ‘how to’ questions from where to
start to how a center is built or updated. Session leaders will provide fundamental and straightforward guidance, budget, planning, and,
most important, checklist tools to help avoid common pitfalls. The session will equip attendees with essential tools that can be immediately applied to launching an EBC. To be discussed: The multi-purposes of a center, The importance of a mission statement for a
successful center, Identifying potential partners, Effective budget and timelines management, Making smart choices in material selections, Navigating municipal permits, and Discipline in documenting your work. Toolkit takeaways: Messaging and AV content tracking
schedules; Existing media asset assessment tool; Sample timeline with must-consider steps not to be skipped; and Budget checklists
and tracking tool.

The Future of Experience in a Branded World

Andrew Peters, Executive Creative Director, The Brand Experience
Technology is a tool that changes every day, but allows the storyteller to build experiences in ways previously unimaginable. Immersive
branded experiences are enabling companies and brands to forge meaningful and lasting bonds with their consumers. After a year
spent researching and experiencing the wider world of immersive experiences, we’ll highlight the top trends and challenges in the experiential marketing field, discuss the importance of audience engagement versus brand awareness, and share how new technologies
are being used to usher in an experience revolution. Come explore how to leverage your EBC to help customers engage, interpret and
experience stories in your built environment in ways that move them to action. Attendees will engage in dynamic discussion, considering research and anecdotal evidence that explores how companies are investing in immersive storytelling techniques and how this
approach can be successfully reapplied to their briefing programs.

Customer Experience – The New Battlefield

Roseanne Bell, President, Bellwether Design LLC
In 2015, nearly all companies (89%) surveyed by Gartner believed that customer experience would be their primary basis for competition by 2016. They were right. According to the research director at Gartner, “In many industries, hyper-competition has eroded
traditional product and service advantages, making customer experience the new competitive battlefield.” Is your organization delivering transformational customer experience? Design used to mean making things look nice, and applied primarily to physical space,
graphics and products. Today, competitive companies have expanded the role of design within the corporation. Briefing centers have
collaboration spaces, design thinking rooms with corporate artists, and are giving more thought to the customer journey. Customers
interact both with technology — and with each other. But to
win this battle, you need to stay ahead of the competition.
“Attending ABPM is always such a great refresher and reminder for me
You’ll need new tools, new people and changes in culture.
that we are not alone in our struggles and are all working toward the
In this session, we’ll explore some ideas to help businesses
same ultimate goal of outstanding client experiences, and ABPM sets
harness the tremendous power of design. The goal is for atthose standards high.”
tendees to come away with a new understanding of design,
– Mackenzie Payne, Cerner, 2017 Spring Conference Evaluation
the role it can play in the customer experience, and how to
apply these principles to their own programs.

How Digital Content Experiences Enhance Your Customer’s EBC Journey

Darby Mason-Werner, Director, Client Solutions, and Neil Rieger, Director, Creative Solutions, both of Signet
Waves of change in digital experience content management have opened up new opportunities for briefing programs to redefine the
customer’s journey through their Centers. Join us as we walk through how you can orchestrate each stage of your customer’s experience, really taking advantage of each touch-point. From new ways to build excitement before your customers even arrive, to strategies
for creating fresh content that is informative, entertaining and collaborative. We’ll share best practices for how to immerse your customers in new possibilities while they are with you, and how to motivate them to continue their journey after they depart your Center. And
finally, we’ll help you set methodologies for acting on customer feedback that will enhance all future digital briefing experiences. We
look forward to an engaging session and welcome your input!

Collaborative Tools: What They Mean to You and Your Program

Jim Stephens, Global Account Manager; Chris Barel, Director of Business Development, and Carl Cruz-La Santa, Experiential Program
Manager, all of Whitlock
Collaboration: the new “IT” word in the world of EBCs and beyond. The concept is not a new one, but the way we are being asked to
implement these tools into our programs is. As we move from briefing our clients to collaborating and innovating with them, what options exist? How do we choose the right solution for our programs? In this session we will take a deeper dive into what it truly means
to collaborate with our customers and the tools we can use. We will have some of the latest technology on the market available for
attendees to get a hands-on experience.
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Planning Track
World Class in the Real World: Developing Your Authentic Briefing Experience

Janine Fogal, Sr. Director, Global Executive Briefing Program, Juniper Networks
Achieving ABPM World Class status is an admirable and valuable goal, but is it achievable for every briefing program? If so, how do
you get there? Briefing programs vary greatly in size, funding, usage, and visibility. What works for one company may not work for
another where organizational structure and operating conditions are different. In addition, each briefing program operates within its
own distinctive company culture, making it hard to apply standardized industry approaches to unique briefing ecosystems and achieve
similar World Class results. In this broad look at a number of different elements that make a briefing program World Class, the Juniper
EBC team (2017’s ABPM “Program of the Year”) will explore the move from best practice to best fit against the backdrop of ABPM’s
key characteristics to help you determine your path to a genuine and valued briefing experience. This will be an interactive session
with tools, techniques and ideas to help you embrace the hard realities of your briefing program, uncover hidden strengths, and identify
simple strategies and tactics that can help you achieve an effective and authentic World Class briefing experience for your organization.

When Customers Can’t Travel

Facilitator: Ellen Barnes Pfiffner, President, EBP Business Consulting. Panel members represent Schneider Electric, Dell EMC, & IBM
ABPM research tells us that briefings: foster customer satisfaction, build and strengthen business relationships, advance the sales cycle
and contribute to business results. We also know that briefings are your customers’ preferred method for gathering business solution
information. Yet, sometimes there are time constraints, budget limitations or travel restrictions that make it impossible for a customer to
travel to a Center. Best in class briefing programs are developing innovative ways to deliver a briefing and its value remotely. Attend
our panel discussion to hear how resourceful professionals are creating customer experiences in the field, both virtually and by sending
EBC staff outbound. Together we will explore innovative methods, timelines and special equipment that may be needed to deliver a
customized briefing remotely. Panelists will provide insights about the value and results of their remote briefings.

Maximizing Customer Impact Across a Worldwide Customer Center Network

Ester Chiachio, Customer Welcome Center Manger, Palo Alto, HP, Inc.
This session will share the approach taken by HP, Inc. to create a network of Customer Welcome Centers. The network is supported by
HP Marketing and Communications through a comprehensive set of experience and branding guidelines that ensure a unified strategy.
The story is shared with customers and partners, allowing for local flavor and identity. For this session, Ester will be joined by Center
staff from around the world, as well as the Marketing and Communications Team, to share the experience of working together to ensure
the highest briefing standards are applied throughout the global network of centers. Attendees will leave with robust learnings on how to
network with centers in remote locations and on how to apply both global and local branding.

Are You Ready for the Digital Transformation Era?

Chitra Vivek, Senior Director, Global Customer Engagement Program and Events, Hitachi Vantara
Disruptive changes are prevalent in every industry! Although briefing programs have evolved over the years, the core of the program
has remained intact. Now, with the gift of a burgeoning Millennial population, digitally transformed markets, and advanced new technologies like artificial intelligence, we need to ask ourselves: how are we ready to serve our customers? How are we aligning to: the changing profiles of EBC attendees, our increasingly knowledgeable customers, and the need for virtual briefings or, simply said, EBC everywhere and anywhere. Join us for a session that perfectly addresses the conference theme: Waves of Change / Oceans of Opportunity!

5:00 pm - Fun on Your Free Night in Santa Clara

Tuesday evenings at ABPM conferences are the perfect time to network. We’ll include suggestions for area shopping and dining on
ABPM.com and in your MyABPM conference app.

8:00 am

wednesday, April 11, 2018

Grab & Go Breakfast Sponsored by Exhibit Concepts

9:00 am - 3:00 pm Choose from four pairings on Tour Day

			Registrants will choose one set of two centers to tour (grouped choices below).
Aruba and Palo Alto Networks
Aruba - The Aruba Customer Experience Center (CEC) in Santa Clara was built to

create highly customized experiences for current and potential customers. It allows Aruba
to share the company story, listen to guests, highlight the right products, build relationships, all the while leaving a lasting impression. Aruba believes that a mobile device is a
digital identity. CEC Experiences focus on not only providing connectivity but adding the
context of Identity, Location and Security – allowing us to demonstrate and bridge the
gap between both digital and physical environments. We can demonstrate the core to our
underlying fabric: Network Controls, Policy Management, Location Analytics and Cloud
Networking.
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Aruba and Palo Alto Networks Continued
Palo Alto Networks - The new Palo Alto Networks Executive Briefing Center (EBC)
is truly unique, not only in its overall architectural design, but in the various innovative and experiential techniques used throughout the 40,000 square foot space
shared with a Security Operations Center and a Customer Proof of Concept Lab.
As visitors take their walking journey, the Palo Alto Networks company mission becomes clear -- it is to protect its customers’ digital way of life from successful cyberattacks. The motive is to bring the “threat prevention” story alive and to motivate its
customers to think differently about security. Palo Alto Networks purposely created
an environment that is inviting, uplifting, fun and friendly, accurately portraying its
company’s culture of openness, approachability and flexibility. Don’t miss this opportunity to obtain fresh center and program ideas and to become genuinely inspired!

Dell Technologies and Ericsson
Dell Technologies - The Dell Technologies Executive Briefing Center in Santa Clara,

CA recently underwent a major renovation as part of Dell Technologies Workplace Transformation initiative. The new Center boasts a modern industrial style, aligning with the
overall Dell Technologies brand and is co-located with the Customer Solution Center. The
Santa Clara site hosts over 400 briefings annually focusing on addressing customers’
unique business challenges and objectives. By listening, understanding and collaborating, the Dell team delivers a customized experience for all engagements, highlighting
the differentiated value of Dell Technologies. Additionally, the Executive Briefing Center
offers hybrid-briefing engagements with two Strategically Aligned Businesses, Pivotal and
VMware, due to the proximity of their briefing centers.

Ericsson - The Ericsson Silicon Valley Experience Center, located on the Ericsson

Campus in Santa Clara, features state-of-the-art meeting spaces, demos, a Research
Lab and an auditorium for customers, partners and industry events. All of this is housed
under the same roof in approximately 13,000 sq.ft. spread over two adjacent floors.
It is part of the Global Experience Center program and has central funding. Your visit will feature demos, customer flows, and analysis of traffic. In addition, it will touch
upon how the center was business cased, scoped, approved and built. What considerations were given to housing labs, partners and customer spaces? What was
successful and what will we be discontinued? Come learn, discuss and experience!

Cisco and HPE
Cisco - The John T. Chambers Customer Experience Center is Cisco’s flagship center

and home to the executive leadership team. The two-floor facility spans over 100,000 sq.
ft., comprised of 20 briefing rooms, 6 demonstration areas, a multi-customer event room, a
Cisco Heritage Exhibit and many other interactive experience areas. Cisco’s state-of-theart technological innovations and solutions are showcased throughout the center, enabling
customers to have highly impactful and transformative discussions during their guided
digital journies. The Cisco Customer Experience Center (CXC) uses an Outcome-Based
Experience approach to help customers use technology to enable, differentiate and define
their company strategies and business needs. The program hosts over 15,000 business
leaders annually, which represents over 2,500 unique accounts globally.

HPE - Conveniently located in the heart of California’s Silicon Valley, the HPE Executive

Briefing Center in Palo Alto provides state-of-the-art meeting environments, technology demonstrations, and a professional staff that provides highly personalized briefing
experiences. The 37,700 square foot EBC features two demonstration areas showcasing
HPE’s enterprise portfolio; seven state-of-the-art conference rooms with collaboration
capabilities and a dedicated business center and cafe. The building is LEED Platinum
Certified and designed with unique indoor and outdoor environments to take advantage
of California’s outstanding climate. The HPE Center was a recipient of ABPM’s World
Class Center award in 2014.
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Tour Day Options Continued

HP Inc. and Leadership Day
HP Inc. - The HP Palo Alto Customer Welcome Center is in the heart of Silicon Valley.

The CWC delivers an ideal environment for customers, channel partners, media partners,
technology influencers and c-suite business leaders to discover, engage and be inspired.
The team work across HP to connect all our guests with HP solutions and strategies, including Print, 3D Printing, Graphics, Personal Systems and Workstations. Each briefing at
the CWC is tailored to the relevant business
challenges of each guest. Trust and familiarity
are built while they enjoy the highest standard
of hospitality during immersive and collaborative experiences.

Leadership Day - Sponsored by Mandel Communications

Facilitated by Candie Hurley, Consultant/Trainer
You’ll spend the second half of the day with ABPM leadership including President Roxanne McCreery, some current and past ABPM Advisory Board Members, and industry
thought leaders. Content for this portion of the day will be customized for attendees.

6:00 - 10:00 p.m. An Evening at The Corinthian Ballroom

World Class Briefing Awards Ceremony & Gala Dinner
We are excited to be at The Corinthian Ballroom for the 17th annual World Class Briefing
Awards Ceremony and Gala Dinner. Originally built in 1924 as a Scottish Rite Temple, the
builders created an evocative, iconic and richly appointed building that has many levels,
many surprising touches and elicits an “ahh” reaction from all who enter its imposing interior. After many years serving the Masonic Order, the building was converted into a movie
theater. We’ll enjoy a reception in this dramatic space followed by the awards program,
dinner, dancing, and access to exhibits. Dress is cocktail. Gather at 6:00 pm in the lobby
to board the bus. Please be on time to avoid being left behind!

Awards Ceremony sponsored and produced by Downstream.
Gala Dinner sponsored by The Brand Experience

Logistical Information
Conference Fee: The price for Spring Conference registration is $995 for members, $1245 for non-members (briefing professionals or
employees of Supplier Member companies only - vendors must be Supplier Members to attend ABPM events). Four + Discount: Plan to
register 4 or more attendees from one company? Email info@abpm.com to receive a 10% off discount code to use during the registration process. All above prices are Early Bird prices. After February 23rd, the member rate will increase to $1145 and the non-member
rate will increase to $1395. During registration, you can pay with credit card (ABPM accepts Mastercard, Visa, American Express or
Discover) or you can create an invoice to submit to your AP department.
New Membership/Registration Bundle Deal: Receive the first year of membership free with non-member rate conference registration! This offer is only available to those who have never been ABPM members.
Conference Hotel: The Hyatt Regency Santa Clara located at 5101 Great
America Parkway, Santa Clara, California, 95054, is the primary location of the
2018 ABPM Spring Conference. Reserve a room in the ABPM Block at the Hyatt
Regency Santa Clara via this link. The $250 plus tax ABPM room block rate is
available on a first-come, first-served basis and is based on availability. Once
all rooms at the conference rate are booked, regular rates will be charged. Book
early!
Suggested Airport and Parking: The Hyatt Regency Santa Clara is approximately 6 miles and a 10-15 minute drive from San Jose
International Airport. Valet parking at the hotel is $20 overnight and $10 during the day. Complimentary parking in the garage located
behind the hotel on the first floor is also offered for all guests to use.
Dress: All activities are business casual with the exception of the Gala Awards Dinner which is cocktail. Layering during conference
sessions is recommended.
Payment & Cancellation Policy: To receive the Early Bird Rate, registration fee must be paid by Friday February 23, 2018. All other
registration fees must be paid prior to Friday, April 6, 2018. You are registered at the time you receive a conference confirmation email
from ABPM. Due to commitments for catering and transportation, we regret that we are unable to issue refunds/credits or void outstanding invoices for cancellations received after Friday, March 16, 2018. However, substitutions may be made at any time. Cancellation and substitution notices must be received via email to info@abpm.com.

ABPM gratefully acknowledges the following Sponsors whose generosity is
contributing to the success of the 2018 Spring Conference.

Platinum Level Sponsors

Gold Level Sponsors

Silver Level Sponsor

Bronze Level Sponsor

Mandel Communications
Conference Level Sponsor
MRA Experiential Tours & Equipment

Newcomers
Orientation

If you’re a first-time attendee, we want to help you get to know a few of your fellow attendees
and to get oriented before the busy days ahead. Simply note that you’re a first-timer on your
conference registration form and we’ll invite you to a Newcomer’s Orientation sponsored by
MRA Experiential Tours & Equipment starting at 1pm on Monday just prior to the opening
general session. During the orientation, Ellen Barnes-Pfiffner of EBP Business Consulting
will introduce you to other newcomers and to the ABPM Advisory Board, and will talk with you
about how to make the most of the conference.

Questions? Call +1 214-389-0990 or email info@abpm.com. Registration is available online at www.abpm.com
ABPM PO Box 141079 Dallas, TX 75214 +1 214-389-0990 Fax: +1 972-362-1072

